
Empower 
yourself with 
an accurate, 
expert second 
opinion on 
your radiologic 
scans.
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for Patients
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Knowledge is Power.
Ordering a second opinion on your scans 
gives you the information and confidence  
you need to make knowledgeable decisions 
about your health. Get started today with 
Connected Radiology.SM 

Get connected at www.MetisMD.com. 



MetisMDTM – An Accurate, Expert

Second Opinion for Peace of Mind. 

Radiologic scans can be complicated and hard to 

understand, yet the information within them is critical 

in making an informed decision about your care and 

treatment options. Knowing more can help you make 

better decisions. That’s why MetisMD offers Connected 

RadiologySM – a distinct and comprehensive, personalized 

approach to radiologic secondary reviews that empower 

patients like you. Our expertise lies in the caliber of our 

U.S. board-certified physicians, each with over 10+ years 

of experience in the field available to you 24/7. With online 

service, your second opinion is faster and more economical 

and convenient than an office visit. That’s Connected 

Radiology,SM and it’s only available at www.metismd.com.

Connected RadiologySM Options for Your Confidence

Get individual attention and personalized care – a key 
component of our unique menu of services below:  

MetisMD PatientConnect: Empower yourself with a 
second opinion on your existing radiology exam. MetisMD 
provides an in-depth written report of our findings and 
comparison to previous radiology exams. Our Image Quality 
Score lets you know if the scan was performed correctly or 
if technical limitations warrant a repeat scan or additional 
tests (See www.metismd.com/qualityscore). Your MetisMD 
radiologist can easily and securely share his or her 
computer screen with you, explaining and pointing out the 
findings in real time. And with any read, MetisMD offers an 
optional phone consultation.

MetisMD ReportReview: If you’re confused about 
what your original report might say or mean, a MetisMD 
radiologist will go over your primary report with you, taking 
time to explain terminology and discuss the findings  
*(This service does not include reviewing or re-reviewing 
images and is only for purposes of helping to clarify your 
original report).

3 Simple Steps to Your Online 
Second Opinion
In a simple 3-step process you can securely 
upload radiologic exams for prompt, professional 
interpretation.  

1. Register Online at  
www.MetisMD.com

2. Upload Exam
3. Receive Report 

With Connected Radiology,SM you’ll receive your 
second opinion report within 24-48 hours. With  
our expedited service, you could have your report 
in less than 12 hours.

What is MetisMD’s  
Connected Radiology? 

MetisMD’s Connected RadiologySM is a unique menu of 
healthcare solutions to help patients and their healthcare 
team easily manage and assess their radiologic scans for 
efficient and effective outcomes. We’ve created an easy to 
use website with around-the-clock access to credentialed 
radiology specialists who provide thorough assessments and 
detailed reports of all radiologic exams including MRI, CT, 
X-ray, Ultrasound, Mammogram and nuclear medicine.  

All MetisMD radiologists are:

U.S. board-certified and fellowship-
trained physicians • highly respected 
specialists with at least ten years of 
experience • published within their  
field of expertise • based in the U.S. 

Subspecialties:

Neuroradiology • Orthopedic/
Musculoskeletal • Body Imaging 
(ultrasound, CT, body MRI) • Pediatric 
Radiology • Women’s Imaging (breast 
and gynecologic imaging) • Vascular 
and Interventional Radiology • Nuclear 
Medicine 

MetisMD CloudConnect: Store your radiology scans on 
our secure cloud-based image vault, making it easier for 
you to access, manage and share your radiology online with 
other healthcare professionals. We offer a complimentary 
1-year subscription to all PatientConnect customers. This 
service allows around-the-clock access to your images via 
any online computer or iPad/tablet device.

MetisMD ReferralConnect: If you need a referral to an 
imaging center near your location, submit your request 
online at www.metismd.com. Additionally, you can also 
request a referral to a medical provider in other specialties. 
This service is limited to specific locations – get more 
information online at www.metismd.com.

MetisMD GlobalConnect: MetisMD radiologists can 
read radiology exams from anywhere in the world. Should 
you need your radiology report translated into another 
language, we offer translation services.

MetisMD VIPConnect: If you’re a patient with multiple 
scans and would like access to a variety of services through 
MetisMD, we offer an annual subscription for second 
opinions on all your radiologic scans. Get more information 
online at www.metismd.com.


